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A generalized pontogram {K,,(t): 0 =s t s 1) corresponding pointwise to a renewal counting process 
{N(x): Osxica} via K,,(I) = n-“‘(N(nr)- tN(n)) is investigated in this paper. A weighted embedding 
for the process {K,,(r): 0s t s 1) is studied. After proper normalization, weak convergence results for 
the processes {K,,(t): 0~ f c 1) are derived both in sup-norm as well as in &-norm. 
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1. Introduction 
Let {X,: k 2 I} be a sequence of nonnegative, independent and identically distributed 
(i.i.d.) random variables with 
EX, = l/A > 0, 
and 
O<Var(X,)=&<co. 
Set&=X,+- .*+X,(k=1,2,. . .), and introduce the renewal process {N(x): x 3 0) 
associated with {X,: k 3 l} by 
N(x) + I= min{k: S, > x}. 
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This renewal process is used to define a new sequence {K,(t): 0 G t =Z 1) of stochastic 
processes, the generalized pontograms, pointwise as 
N(M)-tN(n) 
K,(t)= fi ) osts1 (1.1) 
(n = 1,2,. . .). 
Kendall and Kendall (1980) used the weigted pontogram K,,(t)/- for 
testing “early changes of the intensity parameter A” of a homogeneous Poisson 
process, i.e. for {X,: n 2 l} being an i.i.d. sequence of exp(A)-random variables. 
Under the Poisson assumption, the Kendall-Kendall asymptotic test is based on 
the weak limiting behaviour 
l/2 
IK*(t)l 
F,2L2 qiTJ* ., 
sup 
o-r~~log~l~l-~,~/~,11~1-~,~/~21~ 
IV(s)l, (1.2) 
as n + ~0, where + denotes convergence in distribution and { V(s): 0 G s <CO} is an 
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process with covariance function Cov( V(s), V(t)) = 
exp(-1 t -sl). Note that it is necessary here to assume 
Two questions arise: What happens if: 
(i) E,=E,(~) and/or ~~=~~(n)-+Oas n-+a? 
(ii) {N(x): x 2 0) is a general renewal process as introduced before, i.e. if we 
drop the Poisson assumption? 
A sufficient answer concerning (i) has been given by CsiirgB and HorvLth (1987). 
They constructed a weighted embedding for Poisson pontograms by showing that, 
on a rich enough probability space, there exists a sequence {B,(t): OS f G l} (n = 
1,2,. . .) of Brownian bridges such that 
(1.3) 
as n + co, for all 6 > 0 and 0 s y < $. Their proof makes essential use of the Poisson 
assumption in constructing two independent embeddings of {N(x): 0 S x G n} into 
two independent Wiener processes, the first embedding over [O,$n] starting from 
0, the second one over [in, n] starting from n. 
As a consequence of (1.3), a number of sup-norm and L,-norm weak asymptotics 
for {K,(t): 0 5 t s 1) have been derived, for example 
(1.4) 
where a,, = (2 log log n)“2, b,=2loglogn+~logloglogn-;logm,and Yisaran- 
dom variable with cumulative distribution function F(y) = exp{-2 e-“}, --CO < y < 00. 
Huse (1988) (cf. also Eastwood, 1990) obtained a partial extension of (1.3) to 
the case of general pontograms. 
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The aim of this paper is to establish a full extension of the weighted embedding 
(1.3) to generalized pontograms as introduced in (1.1). The latter is given under 
finite moment generating function of X, and under finite rth moment (r > 2). Similar 
to Csorgii and Horvath (1987, 1988), a number of weak asymptotics for {K,(t): 0 G 
1 G 1) (n = 1,2,. . .) are immediate from such an embedding, both in sup-norm as 
well as in L,-norm. 
We can assume without loss of generality that our probability space (Q5, P) is 
so rich that all random variables and stochastic processes introduced so far and 
later on can be defined on it. 
2. The weighted embedding for {K,(t): O< t6 1) 
In this section, we shall establish the weighted embedding for the process {K,(t): 0 d 
fG 1). 
Theorem 2.1. If E e’nxl <CC for some to > 0, then there exists a sequence of Brownian 
bridges {(B,(t): 0~ ts 1): n 2 l} such that 
nYIK,(t)-A3’2~B,(t)j 
sup (t(1- t))“2-y 
= O,(l), 
fi/n%lGl&fi/n 
as n+oo for all 6>0 and 0~ -y<f. 
Proof. The general idea of the proof is similar to that one of Csorg6 and Horvath 
(1987) who constructed weighted embeddings for the processes {N(x): 6 G x G ;n} 
and {N(n) - N(x): $n 5 x s n - S}. Note that, in the Poisson case, the latter two 
processes are independent, and that it is possible to obtain small approximation 
rates near the endpoints x = 6 and x = n - 6, respectively. 
In the non-Poisson case, a different construction is needed on [$z, n - 61. The 
main idea is to make use of the renewal process starting in the first renewal point 
after in. This provides independence of what has happened on [6, $1. Then, one 
has to show that (i) this ‘random shift’ in time is negligible, (ii) it is possible to 
obtain small approximation rates near x = n - 6. For sake of clarity, let us divide 
the proof into several steps. 
The easy part establishes a weighted embedding for the renewal process 
{N(x): x 2 0) over the interval [6, in]: 
Step 1. From Theorem 3.1 of Csorgii, Horvath and Steinebach (1987), as n + 00, 
sup x Y-“*(N(X) -Ax - h”%#$‘(X)] = O,(l), 
S=zX~‘n/2 
(2.1) 
with a suitably chosen sequence of standard Wiener processes {S!,“(x): x 2 0} (n = 
1,2, . . .). Assertion (2.1) will be instrumental for dealing with {K,(t)} on the interval 
[a/n, il. 
It is much harder to establish the [i, 1 - G/n]-part of the construction. 
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Step 2. Consider 
N,,,(x) + 1 = min{k: XN(n12)+2 +a . * + xv(n,l)+l+k’ xl. 
N,,,*(x) is the number of renewals in the random interval [SN(nlZJ+l, SNcn,Zl+, + x]. 
Note that N,,,*(x) + 1 is a stopping time relative to the sequence {X,: k 3 1). Thus 
{XiVn,2)+,+k: k 2 1) is still a sequence of nonnegative, independent, identically 
distributed random variables with the same distribution as X1. In what follows it 
will be important that {X,, . . , XN(n12)} and {XN(nlZ)+l+k: k3 1) are independent 
(cf. Chow and Teicher, 1988, Lemma 3, p. 139). 
By the Komlos-Major-Tusnady approximation (cf. Theorem 1 in Komlos, Major 
and Tusnady, 1976), there exists a sequence of Wiener processes {[‘n”(x): x >O} 
such that 
(2.2) 
As outlined before, {&“<x): x20) of (2.1) and {[y)(x): x20) are independent 
processes. 
Step 3. This step prepares for the possibility of starting the construction on [in, n] 
in n instead of $I, which is necessary to obtain small approximation rates in the 
neighbourhood of n. 
Consider the possible renewal epochs in [$n, n], i.e. 
Y’l”’ = X 
X(n/Z)+l+l, 
y:“‘=x I N(n/2)+1+2 (N,,,2(n/2)~l), 
y',"'=x I N(n/2)+l+k (N,,,z(n/2)=k-l)~ 
Since {X,: kz l} is an i.i.d. sequence, and {Nn12(&) = k} depends only on 
X N(n/Z)+l+l, . . , XN(,,,l)+r+(k+r), it is readily checked that 
P( Y’,“‘C a,, . . . 1 y(;,;,z(n,2)+l s uN,,,z(n,2)+l) 
= P(XN(n,2)+,+N,,,L(n/2)~ al,. . . 3 XNb,2)+1+t G uN,,,z(n/2)r 
X N(n/2)+l+(N,,,z(n/2)+1)~ uN,,,,h,2)+,). 
and also 
P( Y’,“‘s a,, . . . , Y’,“‘s uk, 7V,,,2(fn) Z k) 
(2.3) 
= P(XN(n,Z)+,+N,,,,(n/2)~ al,. . . , XN(n/2)+l+N,,,Z(n/2)-k+l s ‘k, 
Nn12(h) 2 k). (2.4) 
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Next, the renewal epochs { Yk . ‘n). k 2 1) are indexed in reverse order. Writing 
Z(n) = x 
I I N(n/2)+l+N,,,z(nlZl iN,,,>(n/2)~11 +xN(n/2)+l+l {A’,,,~(n/2)=0), 
I 
Z(n) = x 
2 I N(nlZ)+ltN,,,~(n/Z)-1 {N,,,>(n/2)=2I +xN(n,2)+1+21{N,,,I~n/2~=1)~ 
z’,“‘=x I N(n/2)+l+N,,,z(n/Z)-k+l TN,,,z(nlZ)=kl +x I N(n/Z)+l+k {N,,,z(n/Z)=k-llr 
by (2.3) and (2.4), we have 
{Y’,“‘: ksl} :{Zjin): kzl}, 
where 2 denotes equality in distribution. 
Now, it follows from (2.2) that 
max XY-‘/2 
l~x~N,,,z(n/2)+l 
1;; YI”)-h-ll-&x)~ =0,(l). 
(2.5) and (2.6) imply that 
max 
I=r5N,,,,(n/2)+1 
(2.7) 
with a sequence of suitably chosen Wiener processes {[‘,“(x): 0~ x <co}. 
Step 4. Define 
I?,,,2(x)+1 =min{k: Z\“‘+*. .+Zp’>x}, x20. 
The latter renewal process will be used to establish an approximation for {N(n) - 
N(x): fn c x G n - S} with small enough rates. For this reason, we first derive an 
approximation of the process { fi,,,z(x): 0 s x s in}. 
As a preliminary result we show that for any 6>0, 
Let 
sup 
fin,>(X) 
----=0,(l). (2.8) 
S=-xin/2 X 
max X 
,sxEN,,,z(n/2)+I 
sup 
Q+2’(x,l 
I=~xSN,,,~(n/2)+l dX log log X 
and 
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Using Theorem 1.2.1 of Csorg6 and Rev&z (1981) and (2.7), for any E > 0, there 
exist K, and n, such that for n 5 n,, 
P(A,(K,)) 2 1 - a, (2.9) 
and 
P(B,(K,)) 3 1 -E. (2.10) 
Therefore, there exist x0 and 6, < A -’ such that for w E A,, (K,) n B, (K,) and x0 s x s 
+2&4 + 1, 
[xl 
J, zy-A-‘x c K,x “2-y + K,dx log log x < S,x. (2.11) 
Consequently, for x04x s N,,,(tn)+ 1 and w E A,(K,) n B,(K,), 
(2.12) 
Thus, for (A’ -6,)x,~y~((A-’ -&)(M,&n)+ 1) and w E A,(K,) n &(K,), 
fin,*(y) =S (A-’ - 6,))‘~. (2.13) 
We know that there exist S2 < A and n, such that 
P(N,,,,(tn)>,l(A-6,)~1-s (2.14) 
for nsn,. Using (2.9), (2.10), (2.13) and (2.14), we know that there exists 0 < (Y < 1 
such that 
sup Mx) = 0 (1) P . 
lisxc_an/2 X 
(2.15) 
Let 
VP,/> = tn - c XN(n/2)+l+k 
!,=I 
and 
LJ\n, = V 
n/2, 
LJ(kn)zz(“) 
k-l, ka2. 
Define 
$“(x)+l=min{k: V’,“‘+. . *+ Uy’>x}. n/2 
Note that fi$(x) defines a renewal process based on renewal epochs V,,,2, 
Z’“’ 
1 ,*.., where I’,,,* is the residual life-time of the renewal process { Nn12(x): x 3 0) 
before ‘n and where Z’,“_‘, , k 3 2, are original renewal epochs indexed in reverse 2 I 
order. 
We have 
S’n::(x> = N,,,&) - N,,,($l -x). (2.16) 
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By the arguments on page 371 of Feller (1971) and Theorem 6.2 on page 58 of Gut 
(1988), we know that: 
(a) If X, is nonarithmetic, 
N,,,>(n/2)+1 
lim P( V,j2 < x) = lim P c XN(n,Z)+l+k -b =G x 
n+a n-a, k=l > 
= A I x(l-P(x , s s)) ds. 0 
(b) If X, is d-arithmetic, then for k = 1,2,. . . , 
(2.17) 
lim P( V,,,2 s kd) G lim P( ~nl~Zd~ld+d s kd) 
n-m *+cr 
N ,,,zc[n/(2d)Id+d)+l 
= lim P c n-r i=l 
xi-( [$]d+d) s kd) 
= Ad 1 (1 - P(X, Gjd)). 
,=o 
(2.18) 
Therefore, 
Vn,2=Q41) 
By Theorem 1 of Steinebach (1987) and (2.16), we obtain 
sup 
*$2(X) 
-=0,(l). 
<r”/4s_x=rl/2 
x2/3 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
Note that 
fq/:(x-t Vn,J= &(x)+1. 
It follows from (2.19), (2.20) and (2.21) that 
(2.21) 
sup 
fin,,(X) 
-=0,(l). 
un/2=srin/2 X 
(2.22) 
On combining now (2.15) and (2.22), we obtain (2.8). 
Step 5. We are in a position now to establish the weighted embedding of 
{N,,>(x): 6 s x s $n}. 
Note that, for OJEA,(K)~C,,(K) and y<$n, we have 
fiti,,(y)+l=inf 
{ 
x: ‘~‘Z~“‘>y, xsK~y+l 
r=l I 
s inf{x: a&“(X A (Arti,, + 1)) 
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and, since y s$n and fi,‘,,(;n) = N,,,,(in), 
fin,,(y)+l=inf 
1 
x: ‘i’ZI”‘>y, x<Ky+l 
,=, I 
2 inf{x: a[?‘(~ A (N,,&n) + 1)) 
+h-‘(xA(N,,,(~n)+l))>y-K(Ky+1)“2-~} 
=inf{x: a[‘,3’(x)+A-‘x> y-K(Ky+1)“2PY}. 
Thus, for ~EA,(K)~C,(K) and y<$n, 
Ml(y-K(KY+l) “2-‘)&,2(y)M,(y+K(Ky+1)“2Py), 
where 
M,(y) = inf{x: f&“(x) + A-‘x = y}. 
The process {M,,(y): y 2 0) denotes the first passage time-process of the underlying 
Wiener process with drift, and it also possesses independent and stationary incre- 
ments. Similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1 of Csorgii, Horvath and Steinebach 
(1987), we then know that there exists a sequence of Wiener processes {[y’(x): 0~ 
X<CO} such that 
sup x y-“21fi~,2(x) -h~-A”~o[jp’(x)l = O,(l). 
Ss.Y=n/Z 
(2.23) 
Note that the processes {&“(x): x 2 0} and {[y’(x): x 2 0) are still independent. 
Step 6. The embedding obtained in the last step is now used to establish the 
desired approximation of {N(n) - N(x): $I s x< n -6) by a suitable Wiener 
process. 
Let 
Wn,2 = Xl +. . + +XNcn,2,+l -in. 
W,,,2 is called the residual waiting time relative to the renewal process generated 
by the sequence {X,: kz 1). By Theorem 6.2 on page 58 of Gut (1988), we know 
that if Xl is nonarithmetic, then 
wn/2 = O,(1). (2.24) 
If Xl is d-arithmetic, it also follows from Theorem 6.2 on page 58 of Gut (1988) 
and Wn/2~ W~,,~(~d~]~+d that 
wn/2 = O,(l). (2.25) 
Let 
N,,(x)+1 =min{k: XN(n’+l+,+. . .+XN(n’+,+k>~}. 
Note that for any positive integer M, 
P{N,(W,,,)~M}~P{W,,,~y}+P{N,(y)~M} 
= pi wn,2 ~y}+P{X’+~~~+X,~y}. (2.26) 
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Using the law of large numbers, (2.24), (2.25) and (2.26), we have 
N,( W,,,) = O,(l). 
Therefore, (2.27) ensures 
(2.27) 
sup (n-x)“-1’21jV(n)-N(x)-fi,,,,(n-x+ W,,,)l=O,(l). (2.28) 
n/2=sx=n-fi 
Furthermore, by (2.23), (2.24) and (2.25), 
sup x Y~‘/2&2(x+ wn,2) -Ax - h3’%[‘,4’(x)( = O,(l). 
i?=s~Srl/2 
(2.29) 
Consequently, via (2.28) and (2.29), 
sup (n-X)y-“2(N(n)-N(X)-h(n-x)-A3’2a5’,4’(n-x)l 
n/2sr=n-fi 
= O,(l). 
Step 7. In this final step we combine the two 
and (2.30). Define 
[n(x) = 
i 
‘cl”(X) 
(‘,“($z) + gy$?) - .g’( n -x) 
(2.30) 
independent embeddings of (2.1) 
for OSxG$n, 
for $nCxSn. 
By the independence of {[v’(x): x 2 0} and {[y’(x): x 3 0}, it is easily verified that, 
for each n, {l,,(x): 0 s x d n} is a standard Wiener processes. 
Now, (2.1) and (2.30) imply 
Y-I/2 
sin;S,~y_hlli (t(,” f))WY JN(nt)- llv(n) -A “‘45,(nt) - t&(n))1 
nY-l/2 
c 
,,n:P=,,2 (l(l-t))'/2-Y 
IN(nt)-Ant-A”‘(rt’,‘“(nt)l 
n y-l/Z t 
+ 
fi,,ytl ,,z (t( 1 - t))“2-y 
+ sup 
nYP’/’ 
fi,nS,- ,,2 (t(1- t))lf2+ 
n 
y-l/Z 
N(fn) -$nh -A”2a~~‘(~n)l 
N(n)- N(in)-inA -A3”&‘(~n)i 
t ,,,2f)_*,, (t( 1 - t))‘/‘-y 
XIN(M)-_(nt)-An(l-t)-A3’2~[~‘(n-nt)l 
n 
+ y-1’2(1 - c, I ,,,*.:“?-&,n (l(l- t))“2-Y 
n + y-“2(1 - t) I ,,2s:stf)-s,n (t( 1 - t))“‘-Y 
= O,(l). 
N($n) -$nA -A3’“v@“(fn)( 
N(n) - iV(+n) -$nA -A3’2u~~‘(~n)( 
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On defining a sequence of Brownian bridges pointwise as B,(r) = 
n~“*(&(nt)- t&,(n)), Theorem 2.1 is proved. q 
Theorem 2.2. Assuming that EX;<W (for some r> 2), we can dejine a sequence of 
Brownian bridges {B,(t): 0 G t G l} such that 
sup 
nYIK,(t)-A33/2aB,(t)J 
(t(1- t))‘+y 
=0,(1) 
fi/ncrs1--fi/n 
for all 6>0 and Oc y<$-l/r. 0 
The proof of this theorem is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.1, so the details 
are omitted. 
Note that various steps in the proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 make use of the 
non-negativity assumption Xi a 0. So, it remains as an open problem of how to deal 
with a generalized renewal process, i.e. with a counting process based on a sequence 
of i.i.d. r.v.‘s with positive mean, but possibly with negative values. 
3. Sup-norm and I&-norm asymptotics for pontograms 
The sup-norm and L,-norm asymptotics for pontograms given in CsGrgB and Horvath 
(1987) for the Poisson pontograms can be extended to the case of generalized 
pontograms and general p, 1 <p < 00, using the same technique. Let 
a(x) = (2 log x)“‘, 
b(x)=2logx+~loglogx-~log~, 
c(x)=logQ=)_ 
X 
and let Y be a random variable with distribution function exp{ -2 exp( -y)}, -cc < 
y<cO. 
Theorem 3.1. If P{X, > 0} = 1, EX;<oo (for some r> 2), and k, +a, k,/n +O 
(n + co), then 
a(log r~)(h~“a)~’ sup IK,,(t)l/(t(l- t))“‘- b(log n)* Y, 
O<f<l 
a(; log k,)(X”‘c)-I sup IK,(t)l/(r(l-t))“2-b(~logk,)jY, 
O<fsk,,/n 
a(flog k,)(A3”~)p’ sup ~K,(t)~/(t(l-t))“Z-b(~logk,)~Y, 
I-k,,/nsr<l 
and 
a(c(k,/n))(A3”a)p’ sup IK(t)ll(r(l- t))“‘- b(c(Wn))* Y, 
k,,/n=rsl-h ,n ,a 
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Proof. Similar to (2.17) and (2.18), 
(a) if X, is nonarithmetic, then 
we have: 
N(n)+1 
lim P{n-(X,+. . .+XN(nj)Gx}= lim P 2 X,-nSx 
“+‘X n-m k=l 
= A I -&P{x , s s}] ds; 0 
(b) if X, is d-arithmetic, then for k = 1,2,. . . , 
(3.1) 
X,<kd 
N(nd)+l 
C Xi-ndskd 
i=, 
k-l 
=hd C (1- P{X,sjd}). 
j=O 
(3.2) 
Using Theorem 2.2, the proof goes along the lines of the proof of Theorem 2.1 
of CsGrgB and Horvath (1987). We only use (3.1) or (3.2) here instead of (2.10) in 
their proof. Hence the details are omitted. q 
The next statement can be derived along the lines of Theorem 3.1 of Csargij and 
HorvAth (1987) and Theorem 3.4 of CsijrgB and Horvith (1988) (cf. also (4.27) in 
the latter paper). 
Theorem 3.2. Zf P(X,>O) = 1, EX;<CO (for some r>2), and k,,+a, k,/n+O 
(n + 00), then 
(40 log rI- l/2{ (A3/2v)-p I,’ ~K,(t)~p/(t(l-t))P’2+‘dt-2mlogn 
I 
JN(O, I), 
(20 log k,) - li2{ (A3’2u)-” jok+ ,K,(t),“,(t(l- t))“l’+’ dt- m log k,,J 
*N(O, I), 
and 
(20 log k,)- ‘12{ (h3’2c)-p [,1,,,,. ,K,(t)(“,(t(l- t))p’2+’ dt- m log k,,} 
*N(O, I), 
(40 log( n/ k,)) -I” 
x{ (A3’2a)-” IL;;yfl ,K,(t),“,(t(l- t))p’2+’ dt-2m log(fi,k,,)} 
JN(O, 1) 
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as n + CO, where D = D(p) is a positive constant, 
u? 112 = m(p) = (2&‘2 (xl” exp( -4x’) dx, 
and N(0, 1) stands for the standard normal variable. 
Note that m(2) = 1. Moreover, a long elementary calculation gives D(2) = 2 (cf. 
Cs6rg6 and Horvath (1988), Section 3). 
Proof of Theorem 3.2 (outlined). The proof is similar to the L,-case in CsijrgB and 
Horvath (1987), Theorem 3.1. Instead of Lemma 3.1 there, use Theorem 3.4 and 
assertion (4.27) of Csiirg6 and Horvath (1988), here. Note that, if p 2 1, 
(cf. (4.5) in CsGrgii and Horvath, 1988), and 
i 
X,/n 
(K,(t)lP/(t(l-t))p’2+‘= %((~(n)ln)“X~“) = O,(l), 
0 
I 
IK,(t)y/(t(l-t))p’*+‘= W(N(n)ln)“(n - SM~~)~‘~) 
%,,,,/n 
=0,(l). 0 
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